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Thursday Bowling Green State University January 21, 1982 
BG soars to 80-64 win over UT 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
It brought back memories as Bowl- 
ing Green basketball coach John 
Weinert was hoisted into the air 
after BG's 80*4 win over Toledo, 
last night in Anderson Arena. 
Even though the custom was 
made popular in football, where 
the players usually do the carry- 
ing, Weinert got a ride from the 
fans last night and was nearly 
carried off the court - much in the 
same way BG football coach Denny 
Stolz was lifted skyward after last 
fall's gridiron victory over UT. 
"That was a nice feeling. I just 
went over to say thank you to the 
fans and all of a sudden I was up in 
the air," Weinert said. "I was so 
excited I think maybe God had his 
hand in there somewhere." 
BG outscored UT 11-2 at the start 
of the second half to turn a close 
game into one which forced UT to 
play catch-up and, as the half wore 
on, the Rockets simply ran out of 
fuel. 
Although UT trailed by just two 
at halftime, David Jenkins and 
Marcus Newbern quickly fattened 
the Falcon lead by scoring all 11 of 
BG's opening second-half points in 
well under four minutes. 
FIRST. NEWBERN hit a layup 
and parlayed the bucket into a 
threejoint play after being fouled 
by UTs Jay Gast. Dan Boyle coun- 
tered by hitting a 15-foot jumper 
for the Rockets at the 18:25 mark, 
but UT did not score again until 
15:58 left. 
By then, Jenkins had drilled 
three successive long jumpers and 
Newbern had added another short jumper to put BG up 51-40. The 
closest UT got after that was three 
points. 
"We lost to a team that was 
simply better than us," UT coach 
Bobby Nichols said. "We played a 
strong first half, but our play in the 
second half let us down. BG is a 
very smart basketball team - too 
smart for us." 
The first half was a see-saw 
affair in which the Rockets held the 
lead until Lamar Jackson came up 
with a three-point play to tie it, 38- 
all. with 50 seconds left and David 
Greer sank a jumper from the top 
of the key witn four seconds left to 
give BG a 40-38 halftime edge. 
The lead changed hands six 
times in the first half, but the 
Rockets forged a 36-33 lead late in 
the half behind the outside shooting 
of John Green, who hit four long 
range bombs in the half for his only 
eight points of the game. 
THE FALCONS came charging 
back, with Greer and Bill Szabo 
hitting from the outside to give BG 
a 37-36 lead with 1:22 left. Mitch 
Adamek hit a bucket to regain the 
lead for UT with 1:03 left, but the 
last two Rocket launches of the half 
were errant and that seemed to 
open the floodgates for the Fal- 
cons. 
"I thought one of the biggest keys 
was when we were (three) points 
down with (1:54) left in the half and 
we went in two points up," Weinert 
said. "If I was on the road and up 
like that, I sure wouldn't go down 
continued on p*g« 10 
staff photo by Al Fucht 
Tolado's Oan Boyle goes airborne over BG's John Flowers in last night's game in Anderson Arena. It was one 
of the tew times UT was able to top the Falcons, as B.G. won, 80-64. 
Business school 
gets concessions 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
Academic Council approved con- 
cessions in conversion guidelines for 
the College of Business Administra- 
tion yesterday, although questions 
remain over faculty workloads under 
the semester calendar. 
The concessions allow the college to 
overconvert its core program, setting 
the required total at 45 hours. This 
conflicts with the straight two-thirds 
conversion, under which the core 
should have been 40 hours. 
To compensate for the difference, 
the number of free electives in the 
proposed plan was reduced. 
This decision, Dr. Karl Vogt, dean 
of the college, said, was pulled by two 
factors: a reduction in the overall 
number of courses and registration 
opportunities and the retention of a 
quality core program. 
"THE QUALITATIVE ASPECTS of 
the program warrant a technical non- 
conformity," Vogt said. 
"To give in to 40 hours means we 
give up something that we feel adds 
Suality to the program," Dr. Bartley 
rennan, associate professor of legal 
studies and faculty representative to 
council, said. 
The conversion Task Force called 
these "potential lack of compli- 
ance (s)' to the attention of Academic 
Council, which led to appeals by the 
college. 
Backed by a bevy of department 
chairmen and representatives, Vogt 
explained the reasonings behind the 
college's transgressions. 
THE    COLLEGE'S    FACULTY 
"fully participated in the drafting of 
the proposal   and have given it ap- 
Eroval, Vogt said. The faculty be- 
eves, he said, that the core program 
is the essence of the Bachelor of 
Science degree in business adminis- 
tration. 
And, Vogt said, the proposed plan is 
consistent in all other conversion 
guidelines. 
Dr. Bevars Mabry, chairman of the 
economics department, said the 
guidelines contain an "inherent con- 
tradiction" by requiring that while 
"no substantive changes in degree or 
major requirements may occur," 
they also state that "conversions 
should not alter the substance of a 
program or degree.. ." 
"No matter what we did, a change 
in the substance of the core would 
have been a substantive change," 
Mabry said. 
CONCERNS WERE RAISED by 
several council members over faculty 
workload, which will increase with 
the concessions. 
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice 
provost for planning and budgeting 
and chairman of the Task Force, said 
contact hours for faculty will increase 
by 12.5 percent. 
Several college representatives 
said faculty members are willing to 
accept the increase, although when 
the increase will occur - short- or 
long-term - was not resolved, despite 
some debate. 
The problem with staffing the col- 
lege is not new, however, and "has 
nothing to do with the quarter system 
or the semester system," Vogt said. 
DR. JOHN ERKSEN, acting pro- 
vost and council chairman, reminded 
council that it was not dealing with 
the college's converted program but 
simply the requested concessions. 
The motion to grant the concessions 
passed, 13 to 1, with several members 
abstaining. 
In other agenda items, two depart- 
ment chairmen stressed the need for 
the adoption of foreign language rec- 
ommendations, as council studies rec- 
ommendations regarding college 
preparatory curriculum. 
Dr. Richard Hebein, chair of the 
romance language department, cited 
two studies indicating that students 
studying a foreign language do better 
overall. 
And Dr. Joseph Gray, chair of the 
German and Russian departments, 
cited several instances of blatant 
American ignorance toward foreign 
languages. Gray said the percentage 
of high school students studying for- 
eign languages nationally has been 
declining. 
Voter turnout steady 
On the first day of Student Govern- 
ment elections, voter turnout has 
been continous at the Student Union 
voting booth, but turnout has been 
slower at the Moseley Hall location, 
Mike Grayson, co-chairperson, Elec- 
tions and Opinion Board, said. 
Evening voting at the library was 
light, Alyson Schnatz, a worker at the 
voting booth said. 
An official running count has not 
been kept because there are three 
voting locations open. For the consti- 
tutional election in November, five 
voting sites were open to students. 
More student volunteers were avail- 
able to man the polls, Grayson said. 
The elections committee said they 
do not expect as many students to 
vote in this election as did in the 
referendum on the new constitution, 
which was the highest turnout for an 
election. 
The more students that vote for the 
candidates, the more representative 
the elected officials will be, Grayson 
said. 
continued on page 5 
Kentucky mine explosion traps seven family members 
MINK BRANCH, Ky. (AP) - An 
explosion and fire trapped seven 
members of one family deep inside 
their own eastern Kentucky coal mine 
yesterday, and UMW President Sam 
Church said "it's a 90 percent chance 
they're all dead." 
The blast hurled debris hundreds of 
feet, state police and witnesses said. 
There was no confirmed word on the 
condition of the miners, who police 
said were trapped at least 1,700 feet 
inside in the family-run RFH Mining 
Co.'s Mine No. One. 
Church, national head of United 
Mine Workers, was in Charleston. 
W.Va., discussing mine safety with 
West Virginia Gov. Jay Rockefeller. 
He headed for the Kentucky mine in a 
helicopter loaned by Rockefeller. 
"We don't know if they're dead or 
not," said Church. "But it doesn't look 
Sodd. I'd say it's a 90 percent chance 
ley're all dead." 
CHURCH called the accident "a 
carbon copy" of one at nearby Top- 
most, Ky., where eight miners were 
killed Dec. 7 in a methane gas explo- 
sion. 
Willard Stanley, state Mines and 
Minerals commissioner, said at a 
news conference that a rescue crew of 
30 men had "gone about 1,400 feet into 
the mine." He said carbon dioxide 
levels showed evidence of a fire or 
another type of combustion. 
Stanley said the explosion in the 
eastern Kentucky mine Wednesday 
was "much more violent than the 
Topmost explosion." 
Earlier, Ray Yates of the Mud 
Creek Volunteer Fire Department 
said two state rescue teams entered 
the mine but were forced to stop about 
500 feet inside and send for a coal 
scoop. Officials also called for oxygen 
supplies and a bulldozer. 
STATE TROOPER Phillip Tucker 
would not identify the trapped miners 
except to say that among them were 
the mine's chief operator, Purvis 
Hamilton, and three of his brothers. 
Tucker said the other three men 
were members of the Hamilton fam- 
ily, but declined to identify them by 
name. "I'd say they run in age from 
20 to about 35," he said. 
The trooper said the mine exploded 
at 10:10 a.m., sending up a thick cloud 
of black smoke. 
Terry Mitchell, who was at the 
explosion site, said the blast blew 
debris 300 to 500 feet from the mouth 
of the mine and hurled a conveyor belt 
from the mine past some trees out- 
side. 
ANOTHER unidentified man said 
he saw the blast demolish several 
small buildings. 
Frank O'Gorman of the federal 
Mine Safety and Health Administra- 
tion said the mine was a one-chamber 
operation employing eight men. 
State police set up a command post 
at an elementary school about two 
and a half miles from the mine. Offi- 
cials cordoned off a 500-yard area 
around the mine entrance. 
Clinic director urges women to unite on abortion issue 
Linda Perez 
News itafl reporter 
Although the ninth anniversary of 
the Supreme Court decision legalizipo, 
abortion is one day away, this medi- 
cal procedure still poses controversy 
for many women, and men, at the 
University. 
"I don't ever want to go back to coat 
hanger abortions. We have some sub- 
tle tools we can use to organize. Our 
cookie-baking days are over," Carol 
Dunn, Director of Toledo Medical 
Services and a University alumna, 
said last night in a speech sponsored 
by Women for Women and the Repro- 
ductive Rights Task Force. She urged 
women to get politically involved in 
supporting the Supreme Court posi- 
tion on abortion, citing the conservati- 
vism of the current federal 
administration on not only abortion, 
but all women-related issues. 
Having nearly died in an illegal 
abortion attempt herself, Dunn said a 
reversal of the 1973 Supreme Court 
decision would serve no useful pur- 
pose."except to see women die." 
TWO AMENDMENTS to the Consti- 
tution which would make abortion 
illegal are being proposed by pro- 
lifers. They are the Human Life 
Amendment, which defines concep- 
tion as the moment in which life 
begins (and therefore indirectly im- 
plies abortion to be illegal); and the 
Legislative Authority Amendment, 
which does not guarantee the legal 
right to abortion, Frances Perry, a 
former faculty adviser for Women for 
Women, said. 
"Some of us (pro-choice advocates) 
feel like we're in the minority; we're 
afraid to speak out," Dunn said."As 
director of an abortion clinic, I can 
assure you that we're in the major- 
ity." 
She described the women who have 
been to the Toledo abortion clinic as 
similar to women in the audience. 
There are special cases, however, 
including a 15-year-old former alco- 
holic, a rape victim, and a paraplegic 
woman who said it would Kill her to 
have another child. 
When questioned about the use of 
abortion as a convenient birth control, 
Dunn said she never persuades 
women to have abortions. 
Inside 
5 Parties held on campus 
are being checked more 
often in an attempt to 
enforce alcohol rules. 
7 Hockey  goalie,   Mike 
David, tells of the bur- 
dens   and   glories   of 
being behind the mask. 
8 Myron   Chenault   ex- 
presses  his discontent 
towards racism on col- 
lege campuses and in society. 
Weather 
Cloudy. High in the mid 20s, 
low in the low 20s. 60 percent 
chance of precipitation. 
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Opinion 
clock winding down Reagan's year brings mixed feeling 
on passing the ERA 
There's a lot packed into the initials ERA. 
For some, there is hope. Hope that equality between 
the sexes will once and for all become part of the supreme 
law of the land. For others, there is fear. A fear of the 
responsibility that equality will bring. 
For some, there is also disbelief that in an age of 
nuclear power and space shuttles, there is not a universal 
acceptance of equality between all people. 
No matter what our technological advances, until there 
can be equality for all, regardless of race, religion, 
national origin, and especially sex, we are still a back- 
ward nation. 
But the clock is running out on the Equal Rights 
Amendment. After 10 long years, the clock is winding 
down to the June ratification deadline. 
If three additional states do not pass the amendment, 
which is becoming more and more a reality, then what? 
What about all the hard work? And who will have the 
courage to start again from scratch? 
Some opponents of ERA have said that equal rights for 
women should be written piecemeal into separate pieces 
of state legislation. But it's been 10 years, and we don't see 
state legislators poising their pens. 
Let's hope legistators see the light and put the United 
States in the 20th century where it belongs. 
Mouse terror rises when 
things go bump at night 
Focus 
by Lisa Bowers 
University Student 
My heart raced. Sweat beaded on 
my forehead. I was smothering un- 
derneath the two blankets and sleep- 
ing bag that covered my head. 
I listened. There it was again, that 
dreaded rustling noise. I clutched my 
pink panther. Deep inside I knew 
what I was hearing. 
There was a mouse in my bedroom. 
My clock ticked loudly. "Don't 
move!" 
SHE FROZE in the doorway. 
"What's wrong?" she whispered 
back. 
"There's a mouse in here, " I said, 
choking on my words. "He's over by 
the wall." 
She scurried out of the bedroom to 
tell my other two roommates the 
glorious news. Meanwhile, my life 
flashed before me. I had always been 
a fairly good kid. WeU, O.K., so I did 
smoke in the post office lobby when I 
was 14. But that was just peer pres- 
sure. And all those times I scared my 
younger sister in the dark... she only 
cried a couple of times. 
Rats, where's your mom when you 
need her? 
"USA," Cathy whispered. "Run 
out of here." 
This was it. I either crawled from 
underneath the blankets now or took 
the chance of sleeping with a rodent. 
One, two, three ... I threw back the 
covers and jumped out of my bed and 
into the hallway in one leap. 
Standing on top of the couch, I could 
see Mary in the bedroom poking be- 
hind the curtains with my umbrella. 
Cathy was carefully pulling back 
blankets and checking behind the 
beds and Linda was supervising. 
"Nothing?" I asked unbelievingly. 
"But I heard it!" 
"We believe you," Mary said, wink- 
TH1S WHOLE scenario was a re- 
peat of a similar incident seven years 
ago back home in Elida. One night I 
suddenly sat straight up in bed. fsaw 
something moving underneath my 
covers - it had to be a mouse. I 
quickly landed in Mom and Dad's bed, 
but they didn't believe there was a 
mouse in my bed anymore than I 
disbelieved it. They said I was dream- 
1 
6! 
t's easy for people to say that. They 
don't know the fear that lurks in your 
mind. You watch every step you take, 
scanning the corners of the room for 
the filthy varmints. You hear mouse 
voices in the night, find mouse drop- 
>ings in the kitchen and know that 
leylove to see you scared. 
"Besides, Lisa, " I heard Mary 
saying. "If there is a mouse in here, it 
can't get you in your bed." 
BUT I knew better. They fall from 
vents, flatten their bodies and squeeze 
through cracks in the walls and leap 
from clothes hampers to beds in no 
time. They do it all. 
Reluctantly, I went back to bed. I 
tossed and turned waiting for the 
ultimate to happen. At 4:30 a.m., the 
rustling started up again. It was then 
that I realized it was in the wall. Yes, 
that sick little animal was running 
around in between the walls. 
I listened. Could it be? No, I must be 
going mad. It was singing ... 
"Ben, the two of us need look no 
more. 
We ve both found what we've been 
looking for ..." 
MY BODY trembled. I couldn't let 
it get to me. I wouldn't let it.. . But 
the singing continued. 
"With a friend to call my own, 
I'll never be alone. 
And you my friend will see. 
You've got a friend in me ..." 
That sick little creature was trying 
to psyche me out and he has continued 
to do so for the last eight days. I lie 
awake each night, waiting for him to 
gnaw through the plaster and invade 
my room - my bed - my life. 
So in anticipation, I have devised a 
three-point plan of counter-attack. 
Plan A: Stand on dresser and scream 
loudly. Cathy wakes up and kills the 
mouse. Plan B: Plan A fails because 
Cathy isn't home. Use lamp, clock 
and racquetballs as torpedos. Stay on 
dresser until mouse is flattened per- 
manently. Plan C: Plan B fails: 
mouse plays good hiding game and 
ammunition is gone. There is only one 
final course of action: Run and don't 
look back. 
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WASMNGTON-The first year of 
the Reagan presidency has been a 
mixture of gallantry and gaucherie, 
of talent and tawdriness, of accom- 
Elishment and embarrassment the 
kes of which we have rarely seen. 
In his first 12 months in office, 
Ronald Reagan steered through Con- 
Sress an economic program reversing 
) years of previous history and the 
handiwork of two historically giant 
predecessors, Franklin Roosevelt and 
Lyndon Johnson. 
He did that without the full partisan 
control of Congress that they enjoyed 
and in the face of stubborn claims that 
he had no mandate from the voters for 
any such course. 
He did it by being a man of convic- 
tion, courage and steadfastness - the 
very qualities he showed so clearly in 
the aftermath of the attempt on his 
life. He had the firmness to insist that 
curbing inflation was not only an 
economic necessity but a political and 
moral imperative. 
For he understood from his months 
of campaigning among the people 
that inflation was eroding something 
much more important than the value 
of the dollar. It was eroding a vital 
part of the American value system - 
the belief that if you work hard, spend 
sensibly and put a little bit aside, you 
can achieve a better life for yourself 
and provide greater opportunities for 
your children. The ecomonic prosper- 
ity and social stability of this society 
rest on this proposition. 
By his single-minded insistence, he 
forced Congress, the bureaucracy and 
the interest groups to abandon their 
habits of wasteful spending. And the 
reward, coincidentally or not, has 
been the singificant abatement of 
inflation and the fears that it 
spawned. 
But if Reagan was the first Presi- 
dent since Johnson to accomplish his 
most important first-year goals, he is 
also the First since Warren Harding to 
end his first year with substantial and 
growing doubts that he is the master 
of his own mind and his own job. 
Indeed, as the year drew on, and the 
phrases honed in months of cam- 
paigning became less and less useful 
in defining and deciding the policy 
choices facing government, the sense 
of uncertainty about the President's 
grasp of policy grew apace. 
Focus 
by Dave Broder 
Syndicated Columnist 
Others are better qualified to judge 
the effects of this uncertainty on 
American foreign policy. But, in do- 
mestic affairs, it has been unhealthy. 
Too many people are beginning to see 
that Ronald Reagan's mind is not the 
source of instruction and direction for 
his government, but the prize over 
which the active contestants for 
power in the White House and Cabinet 
wage increasingly open warfare. 
To hear him speak extempora- 
neously on domestic policy leaves 
little room for the fundamental Amer- 
ican value of fairness. It is not simply 
that the cost of curbing inflation has 
been much higher than Reagan ad- 
vertised - whether measured in un- 
employment, deficits or interest 
rates. He may be forgiven, for the 
forces in the economic world are 
powerful enough to defy anyone's 
effort. 
What is harder to accept is that at 
the same time he was deliberately 
tilting economic policy toward the 
rich and powerful, through the massi- 
vely regressive tax cuts, he was sys- 
tematically removing government 
assistance from some of the most 
needy and powerless. 
The moral meanness of the Reagan 
administration has been evidenced 
constantly: in its indifference to civil 
rights for blacks or equal rights- for 
women; in its attack on legal services 
for the poor; and in the President's 
own cruel remark that those who 
cannot find good jobs or schools or 
services where they live should "Vote 
with their feet" and move on. 
Even when the Reagan administra- 
tion decided to distribute cheese to the 
poor last week, bringing on scenes of 
Depression-era soup kitchens in the 
nation's capital, it did so not from a 
desire to relieve their hunger but 
from a desire to cut government stor- 
age costs. 
I spent the other evening listening 
to a group of Episcopal ministers 
from urban parishes talk about the 
frustration and growing desperation 
of their neighborhoods. There, the 
recession is a depression and it has 
lasted for much more than six 
months. 
They could see, after some reflec- 
tion, that Reagan had achieved a 
politically and morally important ob- 
jective in relieving working-class and 
middle-class fears of the cancer of 
inflation. 
But if the Reagan program allows 
the middle-class to gain its security 
only by feeding the greed of the rich 
and adding to the pain of the poor, it 
will be a dubious achievement-as 
equivocal as his presidency seems at 
the end of its first year. 
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Letters. 
Student considers 
future of sexist terms 
Happy Birthday to the "Woman in 
Focus column which appeared on 
January 12 in The BG News. 
I would appreciate Ms. Marilyn JH 
Eisbrouch to focus on the problem of 
the dominance of the male gender in 
our language as it exists today. What 
really scares me is the use of person 
at the end of words such as congress- 
person, salesperson, and mailperson. 
Mailperson is an Interesting word to 
manipulate, for example the ending 
person contains the word son which of 
course is the male off-spring of some- 
one. 
So I suggest we use being which is 
short for numanbeing, which has no 
Sender identification. Apply this rule 
> the word Mailperson, and you have 
Mailbeing. The only problem that 
develops with this is that in our spo- 
ken language Mailbeing could be mis- 
taken for Malebeing which would set 
us back another hundred years. 
Lets apply the rule again to avoid 
Respond- 
this possibility. Substitute being, for 
Mail,.and you now have Beingbeing. 
This satisfies the gender prohlem, but 
could certainly confuse any Cum 
Laude roommate when you pose the 
question; Has the Beingbeing been 
by? 
Mlk. DaPhllllp, 
On   cimpui B«lngbo» 1267 
Military machine 
getting out of hand 
Is the United States on the way to 
becoming a total military state? Soon 
will all we Americans exist for the 
sole purpose of maintaining and sup- 
porting a huge military machine? Is 
President Reagan's broken campaign 
promise concerning cancellation of 
draft registration just another 
weapon in the war machine's arse- 
nal? 
DOONESBURY 
Why is it, that in times when loans 
and grants for your educations are 
few and far between that the campus 
ROTC seems to be able to take care of 
any financial worries that a student 
may have simply for the price of a few 
years service? 
How can we, as peace loving people, 
sit back and ignore an Administration 
that is willing to cut back on social 
funds and ado billions of dollars to 
something that might bring about the 
complete destruction mankind? 
Why does an Administration that 
calls tor a military buildup to promote 
peace attack the rise of Pacifism in 
Europe? Why do they call people who 
just want peace, "Communists?" 
I truly believe that the present 
Administration would like to achieve 
a worldwide peace. But a military 
buildup is not the way to achieve it. 
Generals cannot wage peace, they 
only know how to wage war. Might is 
not right, it is wrong. 
We as students are the bright hope 
If you would like to comment on 
something in the News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity, write to The BG News. 
The letter or guest column should 
be typewritten, triple-spaced, and 
signed. Please include your ad- 
dress and telephone number for 
verification. Letters to the editor 
should not be longer than 200 words 
and columns should not be longer 
than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All are subject to 
condensation. 
The letters are the individual opi- 
nions of the writers and the ac- 
curacy of their statements has not 
been checked by the News. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of The BG News 
IN University Hall. 
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for the future. We have seen over and 
over throughout that the use of force, 
war or violence has never accom- 
plished a real peace. Nor will it ever. 
The building up of a strong military 
can and will only jeopardize peace, 
not promote it. 
We, as the next generation, must 
work together to accomplish that goal 
of real peace. We have all the nec- 
essary tools. Our minds will do the 
work and our hearts will be the guide. 
Take the ultimate challenge; vio- 
lence is the easy and simple way to 
solve a problem. Little children fight 
with each other to solve their prob- 
lems. Let's use our minds that make 
us more than mere animals. Let's 
solve our problems by using peaceful 
and non-violent means. 
Remember those famous words: 
"Those who live by the sword, die by 
the sword." Also remember that 
those who live by the mind and heart, 
will live in peace. 
Stavan F. Arnold 
Social Justlc* CommlttM 
by Garry Trudeau 
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
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THE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC BAND will per- 
form on Friday at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center, and the University Concert Band 
will perform on Saturday in Kobacker Hall at 11 a.m. 
ALL COMPUTER SCIENCE students planning to be 
on campus during the 1982-83 academic year should 
plan to attend a meeting in 140 Overman to discuss 
semester conversion procedures. Help will also be 
given for spring quarter registration. Freshmen and 
sophomore meetings will be Monday at 5:30 p.m. and 
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Junior and senior meetings will be 
Monday at 7:30 p.m. and Tuesday 26 at 5:30 p.m. 
THE SUPER BOWL BEER BLAST will be held 
Friday in the Northeast Commons, 8:30-12:30 p.m. 
There will be a |1 cover charge for the blast that is 
sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi. The Green Sheet listing 
for this event was incorrect. 
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION will sponsor an 
Off-Campus Housing Night on Thursday, in room 115 
Education Bldg. Speakers will answer questions on all 
aspects of off-campus life. Call the Union at 372-0248 for 
time. 
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION Will hold a new 
member organizational meeting on Monday at 8:30 
p.m. in room 105 Business Bldg. All persons interested 
in learning more about the organization are encour- 
aged to attend. 
TORCH WILL HOLD a meeting on Thurdsay at 8:30 
p.m. in room 115 Education Bldg. 
THE WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION is sponsor- 
ing a Chinese New Year's Dinner on Sunday at 6 p.m. in 
the First Presbyterian Church, 126 South Church St. 
Tickets are S4 and are on sale in the International 
Programs Office, 16 Williams Hall. A limited supply of 
tickets are available and no tickets will be sold at the 
door of the event. Food and entertainment will be 
provided. 
THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION invites students to 
voice complaints, ask questions or offer suggestions at 
an informal get-together with the new dean, Sandra 
Packard. A build-your-own sundae bar will be served 
on Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Capitol Room, Union. 
UNITY PRESENTS THE UNIVERSITY Gospel 
Choir and the Crooners on Saturday at 8 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, West Hall. Free. 
THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM will 
be conducting nightly financial aid workshops in resi- 
dence halls. A meeting will be held Thursday at Kohl 
Hall and Monday in Rodgers Hall. The meetings will 
always be 6 to 7 p.m. For more information, contact 
Manny Vadillo at 372-2642. 
THE RADIO-TELEVISION—FTLM faculty wfll 
hold a series of meetings to explain semester conver- 
sion and to give preliminary advice relative to spring 
quarter registration. Students only need to attend one 
meeting: Monday at 6:30 p.m. in room 111 South Hall; 
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in room 111 South Hall; Wednes- 
day at 7:30 p.m. in room 305 Moseley Hall; Thursday at 
5:30 p.m. in room 111 South Hall. 
THE COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVEL- < 
OPMENT CENTER, 320 Student Services Bldg.. will be 
conducting an interpersonal skills group. The focus of 
the group will be on the development and/or refinement 
of abilities involving the initiation, development and 
nurturence of maeningful interpersonal relationships. 
The group will meet For six weeks starting Monday, 
Feb. 1 and will meet the following five weeks on 
Wednesday evenings. Interested persons should con- 
tact Greg Greenwood or Mike Marino at 372-2081 by 
Jan. 27. 
Correction 
The News mistakingly reported yesterday that stu- 
dents could vote for student government officers and 
representatives in the Union Foyer and Library from 9 
a.m. - 5 p.m. Ballots are available in the Union Foyer 
and Moseley from 9-5, and in the Library from 7-10 p.m. 
Yesterday's editorial incorrectly reported that Jim 
Rogers was running for president and tnat Mark Owens 
was running for vice president. Owens is running for 
president and Rogers for vice president. The News 
regrets the error. 
staff photo by Dale Omorl 
Tim Abels, a senior Math Education major, studies on the first floor of the 
Life-Science building. 
FORD 
Can Offer You An Escort 
BUT 
THE ESCOR T SER VICE OFFERS 
YOU A MORE SECURE DEAL 
CALL 
COCO'S Escort Service 
at 372-0360 
Mon-1 hurs 5:OOpm-12:OOam. 
"Legacy of a Dream " 
A VIDEOTAPE TRIBUTE TO 
MARTIN LUTHER KING Jr 
TODAY 
l-3pm 
Side Door Union 
Free and open lo ihc public. 
A tape will worth your time! 
^^  KEN & STACY 
9:30 PM * $1. COVER 
PLUS 
It's a Two Dog Night! 
2 Hot Dogs for 95c 
Cocktail/Draft Hours 3-6 PM" P 
Pitcher Hours 7-9 PM 
(You Must Be Over 21 After 8 PM) 
i 
1 
Succeed in business. 
"It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator 
designed to solve business problems." 
Touch a few special keys on these Texas 
Instruments calculators, the TI Business 
Analyst-irand The MBA"; and lengthy 
time-value-of-money problems suddenly 
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automati- 
cally calculate profit 
margins, forecast 
sales and earnings and perform statistics. 
And problems with repetitive calculations 
are a piece of cake for the M BA, because it's 
programmable. 
These calculators mean business, and what 
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying 
business concepts, while they handle the num- 
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each 
calculator comes with a book written especially 
for it, which shows you how to make use of the 
calculator's full potential. 
The Business Analyst-11 and MBA business 
calculators from Texas Instruments.Two 
ways to run a successful business ma- 
jor, without running yourself ragged. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORAt ED 
Executive 
Calculator 
Guidehuyk 
Quick 
1 act* 
TIBusine 
AnaJjut-n 
iaa9«BU'. 
UUUL.B 
mm 
Side Door 
Errterfainmerrt 
Presents 
CHARLIE WIENER 
AND THE WIENERIAND ORCHESTRA 
Thurs. and Friday 
8:00 PM 
Side Door Union 
Admission *1 
An evening of music 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835hghSr.    ReTo. Office 
X,..,lJot tlmCUr, /   U..M   S,„. 
Phone 352-9378 
9:00-4:30 Mon-Friday 
Apartment Complexes 
Hoven House 
Piedmont - 8th & High St. 
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St. 
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St. 
707 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs. - Manville between 6th & 7th St. 
Features: 
1 bedroom - carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat & air conditioning - gas cooking 
(Lanalord pays gasl 
Laundry areas m each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
1 'h both « , _ 
Special Features 
All residents will be gronted membership to Health Spo A new 
facility which has been built in 1981 & features the following: 
Hydro Spo Whirlpool ■> Indoor Heoted Pool -:.■ Metos Sauno 
-> Sun Lamps ft Shower Massage ir Complete Exercise 
Facilities ond Equipment. 
Other rentals 
Houses, effeaenoes. 1 bdrm 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
J 
BLzzainn 
$9" MEAL DEAL 
from PIZZA INN! 
Two large pizzas and a pitcher off 
soft drink. You save up to $880! 
Have we got a meal deal for you at Pizza Inn! Two large pizzas, 
your choice of Sicilian Topper or Original Thin Crust, with any 
two of your favorite toppings, plus a pitcher of soft drink...all for 
just *9". Up to an *187' value. Dine-in only please. 
FREE PIZZA 
. Buy one pizza, get the | 
I next smaller size, FREE. | 
I When you buy any site Original Thin Crust or ■ Sicilian Topper pizza you'll gel Ihc nexl smaller 
J size tame style pizza with equal number of | toppings. Free. Present this coupon with guest 
■ check. Not valid with other offers. 
Offer oplrn:   3.4.(2 «G ■ Hzzaina 
I $9" MEAL DEAL 
. This coupon it good for two large Sicilian 
■ Topper or Original Thin Crust pizzas with up 
I to two toppings and a pitcher of soft drink, for    ' 
I only '9". Present this coupon with guest check. | 
Not valid with other offers. 
J Dine-in only- 
I Offer expires:  2-4-M SO 
I    ft*. PLzzalnn 
At the following participating Pizza Inn restaurants: 
rii.HC 
What's LI.F.E.? 
W*6II?    Me*-/ SA, 6 -Ms. 
mi RhM« Ewi—hM LftrwujiBi. 
W »■• VMMf K4C Mflraf Wkere? 
6MM to fin foe fetor stoat! tu prtfciptel 
FREE TO Aa STUDENTS!! 
LLRE — Tiy ft, yMl Hb Rf 
FREE 
Representation 
Vote 
DANRIES 
Off-Campus Representative 
LEAD   THE WAY 
BE   AN 
ORIENTATION 
LEADER!        / 
INTERVIEW   SIGN-UPS:      f 
JANUARY 11-22        /    . 
405 Student Services I \ 
INTERVIEWS: 
JANUARY 24-26. 
Sign up now for ? 
MAN OVK BOARD 
Jon.21-23 
NO COVER 
Now featuring Mexican Food 
210 N. MAM S92-OM1 
i» «»«»« • m»»»««i 
BILLS GOT YOU DOWN? 
Help Us Help You 
SAVE MONEY. 
Join The Student 
Consumer Union 
Monday Jan. 25 
At 8:30 P.M. 
ln105B.A. 
LOCAL TALENT AUDITIONS 
Auditions Are: MB Jan 26 9-llpm 
Tues. Jan 28 B-llpm 
010 Annex 
Please prepare a 15 minute musical 
audition at your choice 
SIGI UP 9 040 OFFICE 
by Monday Jan 25 5:00pm! 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling GrMn 
Ph. 352-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1982 
furnished or unfurnished 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250 
Furnished; $270 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished; $225 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
• Laundry facilities available    • Gas heat 
• Swimming pool   • Party room 
• Game room    • Sauna 
Al Residents Are Granted The Privilege 
Of A Membership To The Cherrywood Health 
Spa 
ALPHA PHI 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
THEIR NEW OFFICERS  FOR  1982 
President 
Vice President 
Rush Chairperson 
Fraternity Trainer 
Treasurer 
Senior Panhellenic Representative 
Administrative Assistant 
Recording Secretary 
Chapter Promotions 
Social Chairperson 
.Activities Chairperson 
Philanthropy 
Chaplain 
Corresponding Secretary 
House Manager 
Assistant Rush Chairperson 
Assistant Fraternity Trainer 
Assistant Treasurer 
Junior Panhellenic Representative 
Panhellenic Alternate 
Quarterly Correspondent 
Assistant House Manager 
Assistant Social Chairperson 
Songs 
Guard 
Marshall 
Historian 
Cathy Bockhorst 
Susanne Shively 
Pam Blain 
Carolyn Brinkman 
Kristy Hosier 
Karen Washbush 
Beth Frazier 
Kris Bowers 
Diane McNelly 
Kelli Mynhier 
Beth Thessing 
Lizabeth Woolery 
Edie Baker 
Suzie Oberli 
Kelly Sramek 
Paula VanLeeuwen 
Debbie Burke 
Lisa Mecca 
June Miller 
Jamie Nathanson 
Jenna Stack 
Cathy Friedman 
Suzanne Sedor 
Carlene Feltner 
Jenny Fischer 
Kim Pohlman 
Becky Mindigo 
MAKE THE MOVE OFF-CAMPUS 
HASSLE-FREE 
LEARN EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO KNOW ABOUT OFF-CAMPUS 
LIFE 
AT THE 
STUDENT CONSUMER UNION 
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING 
NIGHT 
THURSDAY JAN. 21 
AT 7:30 
IN 115 ED 
The Air Force is currently 
accepting applications for 
Plot and Navigator training. To 
quoVy you must be a cosoge 
senior wlhin 9 months of graduation 
or currenhV have at least a Bochetors 
Degree. We offer an excefent starting 
salary - complete medical and dental 
care — 30 days paid vacation each year — 
20 year retirement and much more. Rnd out 
I you can quatfy for Air Force tight training 
today. Contact the BGSU Placement Otfce 
for Interview dates or col SSgt. Lorry G. Lee 
Ot47*92U. 
>N       flYTfi    ^ 
A «rM>«K»e<Uc 
ARE YOU CONCERNED? 
* About the mail service 
* Food Prices 
* Residence Hall conditions 
* Next year's housing status 
If you are, you can help solve these problems. 
Join the Resident Student Association. 
/fc*. 
For more information call: 
Dob Born 372 4316 
Val Tekaucic       372-6558 
or Residence Life  372-2456 
The BG Ntwt 1 i iiirj It, MB S 
Alcohol regulations come under strict enforcement 
by Jean Dimeo 
News reporter 
Stricter enforcement of alcohol reg- 
ulations at the University began fall 
auarter, Wayne Colvin, director of 
ireek Life, says. 
There were only a few minor 
changes made in the established regu- 
lations last quarter, but alcohol par- 
ties are being checked more often, 
Colvin said. 
There are several general policies 
set by Residence Life that are being 
enforced. Persons drinking or serving 
alcohol in on-campus residence hal- 
ls/units must observe Ohio laws. 
Students between the ages of 18 and 
21 may only purchase and consume 
3.2 percent beer, and those over 21 can 
Eurchase and consume 6 percent alco- 
ol beverages. 
Students may drink or serve alcoholic 
beverages to guests in their rooms. 
But a resident or his guests may not 
drink or possess open containers 
(glass, paper cup, can) outside the 
student's room. Colvin said. 
"All parties (private, bring your 
own, out-of-doors) must be registered 
in the Residence Life office prior to 
the event," Colvin said. 
A private party is defined as an 
event where alcohol is served but not 
sold, and is sponsored by a group 
(quadrangle, hall floor, sorority or 
fraternity) and money is collected 
before the event. The party can only 
be publicized to group members with 
a prepared guest list. 
"One change we made is that both a 
sorority and fraternity member must 
sign for a party with the two groups," 
Colvin said adding that only one mem- 
ber had to sign in the past. 
An out-of-doors party, which can be 
held only in College Park, must be 
approved by the director of Residence 
life/director of Small Group Hou- 
sing/Greek Life and the Associate 
Dean of Students/Student Activities 
tor a special occassion. 
Student supervisors must be pro- 
SGA 
vided by the sponsoring group, and 
they must obtain an "F" permit, 
which allows the group to sell beer, 
from the Department of Liquor Con- 
trol of Ohio. Applications can be ob- 
tained from the Residence Life office 
but processing takes two weeks. 
• "Scheduling of all parties is done by 
the hall or unit directors who decide 
the specific regulations for their resi- 
dence unit," Colvin said, adding that 
the rules vary for the different halls 
and Greek houses. 
But all parties must stop serving 
ajcoholic beverages by 1 a.m., and no 
alcoholic parties are permitted dur- 
ing finals week. 
•A party in a student's room where 
more than one case or half a keg will 
be used, and more than 10 people will 
be present must be registered with 
Residence Life," Colvin said. 
from page 1 
Failure to enforce rules , 
parties can result in termination 
the party, cancellation of any other 
events by the group for a specified 
period or time, or any number of 
penalties including written warnings, 
charges, disciplinary action by the 
Hall/Unit director, referral to Cam- 
pus Saftey and Security, director of 
Standards and Procedures or director 
of Residence Life. 
In the constitutional election, stu- 
dents passing by were even recruited 
to vote on the issue. But the emphasis 
in this election is to encourage voters 
who are informed about the qualifica- 
tions of the candidates, Grayson said. 
"We want them (students) to vote, 
but only if they feel qualified because 
they know enough about the candi- 
dates. We wish more people knew 
what the candidates' plans are if 
elected," he said. 
BUT BECAUSE of the need to hold 
elections quickly as possible and get 
interim student government func- 
tioning under the new consitution, the 
advertisement and publicity was lim- 
ited, Grayson said. 
"There was less time to prepare" 
than the election committee would 
have preferred, Grayson said. 
Students will have the opportunity 
to vote again today at the University 
Union and Moseley Hall from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. A polling place will be open 
at the library from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
To vote a student needs a picture 
identification, and the validation card. 
University Village and 
University Court s 
Apartments 
(Located at the corner of Clough and 
Mercer streets 1 block south of campus). 
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments 
within walking distance to shopping, 
campus activities and movie theatres. 
Student rental applications for 82 83 school 
year will be accepted starting Feb. 1, 1982. 
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water. 
Rental applications may be obtained at 
Amherst Village Apartments,   (Rental Office) 
1520 Clough St.     3520164 
Office Hours:  9-5 
T bed room r»ov$« for  7/8  sfvdervr?, 
Zbedroom/Tman   apartment's'  
"^cirtirKj 0 110" « morA/*MSB« semper. 
3 rrion   aparfme-nts   available/  a\io. 
rn»hfr\ jeafcS f Summer ItOitS 
ONE LOW PRICE 
^^/silwEvisroN^Zl'Jwroai      .IMMS 
«-'I it—,.     •*-^UniM4Frame*   US      in 
i VISION-  LW IrOCM
Ltm and Frame* 
Guaranteed No Finer Lenses 
Available at Any Price 
Burlington Optical 
CONTACT 
LENSES* * 
JSCIPER BOWL! 
BEER BLAST 
NOW^SI<^UASEV'   ,' V ' 
1982 - 1983 SCHOOL YEAR 
520 East Rttd - OatafiAmpus 
525 East hUpi&lWTo c-mput 
507 EasA*a»A^los0 to campus 
615 StMM - New Apartments 
701 Fourth ■ 2 extra lavatories 
649 Sixth - FREE heat & air condition 
640 Elgth • NOW Duplex 
801 Sixth - 2 bedroom house 
825 Sixth - 3 bedroom house 
315 8. Main - 3 bedroom house 
315Vi S. Main - 2 bedroom house 
317 S. Main - 3 bedroom house 
319 S. Main - 2 bedroom house 
311% S. Main • Now 2 bedroom apta. 
328% - 338% S. Main - 2-3 bodroom apta. 
203 S. Church - 2 bodroom house 
205 S. Church • 3 bodroom house 
121 University Ln -1 bodroom apt 
710% Elm -1 bodroom apt 
CALL:  Al NEWLOVE REALTY 
352-5163 
336 South Main 
and 
An evening with 
JAMES TAYLOR 
Sunday February 21 
8:00pm 
Doors open at 7:00 pm 
Anderson Arena 
All Tickets $12.50 
THURS. TICKET SALES 
8-5 
UNION TICKET OFFICE 
No Food, Beverages, Smoking, Cameras or 
Recording Devices in Anderson Arena 
Friday, January 22 
8:30pm-12:30am 
Northeast Commons 
$1 Cover 
INDENTIFICATIOIN REQUIRED 
Held Manor Ants. 
542-560 Frazee Ave. 
Features 
2 bedroom dormer style 
2 furnished apts. 
2 baths 
brand new 
9V4 mo. $475.00 plus etoc 
12 mo. $425.00 plus oloc 
Frazee Avenue Ants. 
818,656,670 Frazee 
Features 
2 bedroon turn Apts 
2 baths 
1'/» blk. from campus 
across from University 
tennis courts 
$564/sem./4 man plus eiec 
$752/sem73 man plus elec 
YEARLY RATES AVAILABLE AT LOWER PRICES 
Merry Avenue Apis. 
516 E. Merry 
Features 
2 Bedroom turn. apts. 
2 full baths 
dishwasher 
across from the "Towers" 
less than 3 years old 
$564/sem./4 man plus eiec. 
$752/sem/3 man plus elec 
Ridge Manor Apts. 
519 Ridge St. 
Features 
2 bedroom Town Houses 
completely Furnished 
All Utilities paid 
$564/sem/4 man 
$712.50/som/3man 
LEASING    FOR 
-.- 
-• 
> 
I 
I 
■- 
* 
Call 352-0717 
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS 
224 E. Wooster Street 
FALL 1982 ■ i V ;■ I 
• TV »G News IUMU 11. mi 
25% to33% 
pendleton 
■ ■ ■• ■ ■ *        b   •    ■ _• • _w .^i    ^-*—.       _ i _ _i  
off 
sale 
Select from the entire stock of skirts, sweaters, jackets, slacks, jumpers at once-a-year prices! 
Extra sales people to assist you, be there early for the best selection! 
W 
friclay and Saturday 
January 23and 24 
macy's B.G. 
f entire coNec££i inJlMdir|j{|mifses sizes 6-16, Pendleton Petites, Young Pendleton 
vm.f.TiV^i.V!w.«:T»5 ivjrfi rTTwrr^TaW'iiiiimit >Li,7m^u»iiiM\7»Ttii»:i«ii!»K«»]gr-rA'i«i^.,i 
v
 IrJlaek, green; plus the Pendleton tartan plaids, tweeds and much more! What a fashion 
% '< savingfcfiPPPrtunity, orig. S35-S200, sale S26-S150 
?-H 
••* 
Shop Macy's daily 9:45 to 9 
Shop Saturday 9 45 to 5:30; Sunday 12 to 5 
Use your Macy's Charge Account or American Express Card 
Sorry, No Mail or Phone Orders. macvs 
■*— 
ACCENTACCENT ACCENT 
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Behind the 
MASK 
story by Tracy Collins / photos by Dean Koepfler 
Christmas break was not a happy time for Bowling 
Green goaltender Mike David in 1980. On Dec. 19 of that 
year, David was given just his third start in 17 games, 
and it would prove to be his last. 
For the remainder of that season, David lived a 
goalie's nightmare: a non-starter on a losing team, 
having given up 22 goals in three starts, including a 9-3 
loss to North Dakota in that final start. 
David has a constant reminder of the dismal season 
in the form of a newspaper article which appeared in a 
regional newspaper, claiming that the folly of Univer- 
sity coach Jerry York was his failure to recruit a good 
goaltender to back up Wally Charko. 
"I was referred to as some bum with a bloated goals- 
against average," David said. "I look at that now, and 
it really gets me up for a game. I've waited a long time 
to prove them wrong." 
DAVID HAS PROVEN them wrong, and he is now a 
two-night starter on the 
third-rated hockey team 
in the nation. 
To be a successful goal- 
tender takes a certain 
mentality that can best 
be described as unique. A 
goalie is subjected to 
more pain, embarrass- 
ment and scrutiny than 
any other player on the 
ice. 
He is the last line of 
defense. 
He is all that stands 
between a slap shot mov- 
ing at 150 mph and the 
back of the net. To face 
that situation every game 
takes a certain character 
which David has been 
able to acquire in the 15 
years he has been playing 
the position. 
"I've never really had 
any fear of the pain," 
David said. "You know you're going to get hurt, so you 
don't actually feel the fear. I don't feel it that hard to 
deal with." 
A-goalie wears so much protection he often conjures 
of images of some sort of monster, but the epuipment 
only lessens the pain; nothing can eliminate it. 
The equipment consists of huge leg pads stretching 
from skate to mid-thigh; groin protection; hip pads; a 
chest protector; shoulder pads; and a mask. 
AH, THAT MASK. The mask is the greatest reflection 
of the goaltender's personality. Most masks sport a 
design of the goaltender's choice, ranging from a 
gruesome skull to a shrieking falcon. Beginning next 
weekend, many of the masks will disappear due to a 
new NCAA ruling which calls them unsafe, unless some 
protection for the top and back of the head is added. 
Thus, the cage-type face protection will be used by 
more goalies. 
"I can't believe that rule," David said. "It was 
probably made by guys who have never stopped a puck 
in their lives. You're gonna get more cuts wearing the 
masks, but I've worn both, and you can see more of 
what's going on with the mask." 
David's face shows the cost of his love for the mask: 
he has suffered three cuts requiring stitches due to the 
shots he has stopped with his face, as well as suffering a 
broken nose. The cage won't necessarily stop the pain 
when getting hit in the face, he said, but simply change 
the location of that pain. David lost three teeth while 
wearing the cage as a .youngster, when the bars were 
knocked into his mouth by a slapshot. 
"Once you've been hit real good, it's really important 
to get back into the game 
as soon as possible, or 
else you start thinking 
about how you got hurt, 
David said. "I really hate 
to even leave a game with 
an injury." 
A good example came 
early in the season when 
David suffered a deep 
thigh bruise in a game 
against Michigan State. 
Rather than leave the 
game, David stayed in 
(losing on a goal coming 
with a minute left). For 
the next two days, he 
could not walk without 
crutches. 
DAVID'S ACCEP- 
TANCE of pain allows 
him to concentrate on 
things which he feels are 
more important. 
"I would rather take 10 
stitches in the head for a cut than let in a blooper from 
out at the blue line," he said. "The worst thing that can 
happen to a goalie is to let in the winning goal late in the 
game, on a Dad shot. That is the thing a goalie fears 
worst." 
Twice this season the Falcons were beaten on goals 
coming in the last minute of play, but neither was a 
"bad goal," as both goals came on breakaways by the 
opposition. As BG's defense has gelled, the breakaways 
have decreased. 
"Our defense has improved 100 percent from the 
beginning of the season, David said. "The team can 
make you look very bad, but they can make you look 
good as well. 
continued on page 9 
Speaking from 
Experience 
Clean living is the secret to a long 
life, according to Correll Hottman. 
He should know what he's talking 
about. Correll is 101 years old. 
Neatly attired in a blue shirt, tie, 
jacket and blue plaid pants, Correll 
said he never used a cane until last 
year. 
"And I don't drink, smoke, chew or 
chase women," he said. "I'm just a 
good guy." 
BORN and raised in Upper 
Sandusky, Con-ell said in his younger 
days he was a victim of poor health. 
"But when I was 18, a doctor friend 
worked on me for five years and 
helped me with a trade.'' 
That trade was plumbing, and 
Correll made it his life's work. 
"I schooled myself," he said. "We 
had some books up in the attic and I 
learned from them." 
Correll said he and his wife came to 
Bowling Green in 1918 when there 
were only 4,000 residents in the town. 
He worked for a number of companies 
before he decided to start his own 
business. 
"I was the guy who put plumbing on 
wheels. I bought two automobiles and 
started the whole thing. It worked 
real good, too," he said. "I built 
myself up a good reputation for being 
honest and I made a real good living. I 
just loved it." 
CORRELL and his wife now live in 
the Community Nursing Home in 
Bowling Green. They moved into the 
Home when his wife suffered a stroke. 
"We've been married 73 years," he 
said. "I didn't want to be apart now." 
Correll said when he first met his 
wife, her parents would not allow 
them to date. 
"She used to go out with her older 
brother and sister. That's how we got 
together." 
YOUNG PEOPLE today get 
married too early, he said.   Before 
they know it they've go two or three 
little kids and don't know what to do." 
Correll said he did not get married 
until he was 29. That, he said, is part 
of the reason why his marriage has 
been successful. 
"We all have our ups and downs," 
he said. "I'm an easygoing guy and I 
don't believe in not speaking. When 
she'd get upset, I'd leave the house for 
awhile. And there'd never be any 
ruckus when I got back." 
Although he and his wife never had 
any children of their own, Correll said 
he would have been a strict parent. "If 
you've got good parents, you can't 
help but turn out good." 
CORRELL SAID his own father was 
strict, taught him right from wrong 
and commanded respect. 
"When my father married my 
stepmother, there were cigars in the 
house. I smoked one and got so sick I 
couldn't do the chores. When he got 
home he made me do every one of 
them, sick as I was. Then he whipped 
me. And I never forgot it either," 
Correll said. "A lot of tods just ain't 
raised right today." 
Although they were childless, 
Correll and his wife tried to help 
children in need. Correll said they 
took one little girl into their home and 
provided her with piano lessons. They 
sent another girl through college. 
Correll said he often did plumbing 
work for free just because people 
needed his help. 
"I MADE a good living while others 
were poor, so I gave," he explained. 
"And when I go, the poor kids are 
gonna get it all." 
Correll said someone once told him 
that the Lord looks favorably upon 
him because of the things he has done 
for others. 
"Maybe that's so," he said. "I've 
been a church member since I was 
nine, and I've tried to live a good 
life." 
He said he would like to have a book 
written about himself. 
"Why, I've done everything and 
I've got a lot to say to people,  Correll 
said. "They even made me president 
around here. 
"I guess I'll iust keep doing things 
for people until I die." 
photo by Al Fuchs 
story by Kyle Dugan Correll Hottman 
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CHENAULT: 
one 
black man's 
WORD 
H I could be president (of a univer- 
sity), the top dog, and still so- 
meone would shout racial slurs at 
me. It makes no difference how far 
you've made it. W 
Myron Chenault remembers when 
civU rights leader Martin Luther King 
was shot and killed in Memphis. He 
remembers one man's comment 
when interviewed shortly after the 
shooting. 
"They should have lulled the nigger 
when he was here," the man had said, 
referring to King's visit to Indiana's 
Manchester College six months 
before his murder. 
Chenault. associate vice president 
for legal, staff and contract relations 
at the University and faculty advisor 
for the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, 
was a freshman at Manchester when 
King was murdered. Fifteen years 
later, he describes the position of 
black college students as more 
difficult than it had been in 1968. 
Chenault said racism still exists on 
today's predominantly white college 
campuses, but in a much more subtle 
form. 
"Some people are very adept at 
disguising their feelings," he said 
Thursday. 
HE SAID be would encourage his 
own children to attend black 
universities because black 
universities offer a wider range of 
opportunities. 
"I could be president (of a 
university), the top dog, and still 
someone would shout racial slurs at 
me. It makes no difference how far 
you've made it," he said. 
Chenault came to the University in 
1975, after working as an Affirmative 
Action consultant for Oberlin College. 
He previously worked at a similar 
position for the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare in Cleveland. 
In 1974, Chenault earned his law 
degree from Indiana's Valparaiso 
University. 
"I HAD always wanted to be in a 
position to make some changes," he 
said.' 
Chenault said he is concerned with 
what he perceives to be the Reagan 
administration's blatant disregard 
for human civil rights in this country. 
Many of the social service programs 
that will be cut by the 
administration's policies have 
benefltted whites as well as 
minorities, be said. 
"Our society is regressing in 1982. If 
we keep retreating from what it took 
years to build, we re headed for 
trouble," Chenault warned."There's 
going to be a lot of people's dreams 
shot down." 
The University should exert a 
greater effort in dealing with 
minority concerns, Chenault said. 
Black student organizations often are 
misunderstood because people don't 
take the time to analyze their 
position. 
Chenault pointed to Student 
Government's draft last quarter of a 
new student constitution as neglecting 
the needs of minority students. 
"A GOOD group of leaders does not 
have (o agree with everyone they 
represent," he said."But they must 
try to pull the different groups 
together." 
Chenault also said he hoped the 
University would plan campus events 
for Martin Luther King Day next 
year. 
"It's not fair that the burden of 
coming up with programming should 
fall on the minority faculty and 
students," he said. 
He said he does not want to be 
thought of as a black who "made it." 
"All I ask is for you to look at me as 
a black person. I can't reject that, and 
I don't want to," he said."If you look 
at me in this way, taking the time to 
understand and appreciate what 
black people have gone through, you 
will have made my life easier." 
story by Linda Perez 
photos by Dale Omori 
(t Super Cincinatti    AtfrtyQti^ 
Party 
Saturday, January 23, 1982 
Games, Prizes, 
Live Disc-Jockey from WFAL 
Don't miss 
SUPER BOWL 1982! 
Cincinnati -vs- 
San Francisco 
SUNDAY JAN. 24 
4:00pm 
SIDE DOOR UNION 
Watch all the action on 
a large Screen TV! 
Beer, Pop, Chips will be sold 
Free Popcorn! 
T-Shirt Door Prizes Given Away! 
SUNRISE 
SPECIAL . 
Sl.79 
G a.m. - ll a.m. daily 
Two eggs, hash browns', 
two strips of bacon, biggest biscuit 
in town [you've got to see it!), & coffee 
{ I Want YOU To Vote!!    | 
#w 
Ask not what your University can do for you, 
but what you can do for your University. 
Get out there and VOTE in the new Student 
Government Elections. The time is now. 
wTTTTTT'l1 **' WwwwwwwwwwWwwwwwww" 
LADIES NIGHT #4-4-1 
THURSDAY NIGHT NO COVER FOR LADIES 
TktBGNMHi r iwmJ» 
Mask from MM 7 
"It's funny. If a forward is having an off 
night, someone else can do the scoring. If a 
defensemen is having an off night, someone 
else can help stop you're opponents. But if 
the goaltender is having an off night... 
"With the team playing so well, it's really 
hard to keep your concentration, because 
the other teams aren't getting very many 
shots. I would like the opposing teams to 
get more shots. The more shots you face, 
the easier it is to stop them." 
HAVING DEVELOPED his courage and 
concentration for the season, it became 
important for David to re-develop his confi- 
dence after the struggles of last season. 
"I took it (not starting) hard, but my 
parents helped out a lot, telling me to keep 
plugging away," he said. "I think I've 
come a long way since last year, and people 
are starting to respect my ability. Last 
year, most of the people didn't think I could 
stop a beach ban coining from the blue line. 
I heard all of that talk, and it hurt, but I 
think I have proven myself now." 
Following last Friday's game against 
Ferris State College, David pointed to the 
two solo breakaways by the Bulldogs which 
he stopped as the keys to what keeps a 
goaltender in hockey, when he knows that 
one shot could end his career. 
"Stopping those breakaways is what it's 
all about," ne said. "To see those forwards 
coming on the breakaway, and then to see 
their frustration when you stop them is 
really satisfying. To see them slam their 
sticks on the ice - I love to do that to 
people." 
Classifieds- 
F Mjdwit nMdM to fa houm naaream- 
PUB I IMII «a axapt II1UII1M rant 
onto m. 3627M6 
Ona tomtom* n—daa lo tHmm a* 
•toofmo ou ua (an Fas 14 
362-OSOa   
COtooa. Cal 362-4411 "or mom Worm. 
MUMIar quator 
>l2fVm. aaapaac 
ci 362-aoae mw 5 p.m 
ouan AND coarommu 
SanQtaVSVy UnTIQ.   •WyVaTaQ 
I jrr—ned «c«pt -tarn • APT-* 
-Wat-lo-aa* carpaang 
-Slap-aavar Wc-han 
Mao by MHt aa* or aal 
fcywood nm     fto-nti 
To inn raca housa   MM*   Inaaoanaiva 
Fimwal 362 1400 awn 
Wmwa   On* famaa roonvnaM   Ctoaa to 
*Uft2VMo   C-* 362 V43 
LOOT ANO FOUND 
•YaMaai an« White < 
front at Hayaa HaM. Cob Taroaa ITM m. 
bracaMtl In or on orounda of Dwnbar or 
Foandara. Can Oofto 2-55*4 Oraal aaAt- 
mantal ralua   &UBSTAMTIAL REWARD. 
sonnets OFFERED 
ARORTTON    , 
TOUFNEE 
• 00 A.M. ■ 10 00 P M. 
ALPHA PHI'S GET SUfTED UP FOR OUR 
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY KICK—OFF 
PARTY AT   6-00    WE'RE READY   THE 
SAE'S   
A mark tor MARKEl * ■ mark lor • naw 
aludont povarnmant Vote MARKEL 
Attacoon Karen McCtanahan. Snate Boyto. 
and Kan Pnaaf Your HaMan Hannana hop* 
ma quart* n tha boat avar Gal payenad 
tor what • In More tor you1 L I TB, MM 
PUSH KAPPA StOMA 
RUSH KAPPA StOMA 
RUSH KAPPA SiOMA 
e»port  typing. 
7306,  
LEARN TO PLAY THE GUITAR ANO ENJOY 
IT   %3 00/HR 372-0335  
NMdi sound system tor a lormal taa tor 
r-t part/? CM Tan at 2-6461         
Nsad to bong moaa gradaa up? Hypnosis 
worha 3628777   
MUSH PH KAPPA TAU 
WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL 
COCO OFFICE 372 0360  
Lao's ft Cftaaao Cards Near 20H-60* o»l 
Hoar .i team ft Thing., SJ1 Rtd*a St 
Othar   raduead   Kama   throughout   lha 
Batha. Happy 21M   Tha m trw yaar to 
TURN YOUR LOVE AROUND' I I P B 
Bam and Bath p.S- Sorry Srta la late. 
BLUE EYES. CONGRATS ON YOUR EN 
GAGE MENT TO "THE DUKE* BEST OF 
LUCK ALWAYS1 LOVE. YOUR ROOMIES 
Bowtng Orson Roadnjnnara MaeWtg 
Topic: Craaa Country Skang S*Ja avatar* 
Gl Scout Btog C«y Park Thura 700 p.m 
BROOMS—GOOD LUCK THIS SEASON" 
YOU LL NEED. IT. BEUEVE ME SEE YOU 
ON THE ICC COVE. 8 ENOERS PS 
REMEMBER THE THREE "L'l OF PORK- 
UOHT. LEAN * LOW COST1  
LEAD THE WAV BE AN ORIENTATION 
LEADER' mTTEPVIEW SIGNUPS JAN- 
UARY 11-22. 406 STUDENT SERV •*- 
TERVTEWS   JANUARY 24-26  
VOTE 
PENNY NE I DING 
SGA REPRESENTATIVE AT LARGE 
VOTE FOR 
DAVID LANOY 
REP-AT-LAPGE 
LEASING for FALL 1982 
GREENBRIARApis. 
215 E. POE ROAD 
Eff.fum.9V4 mo. $175.00 
Eft. unfum. 9 V. mo. $155.00 
12 mo. $160.00 
12 mo. $140.00 
One Bedroom Furn. 
one person 9% mo. 275.00 
two person 954 mo 295.00 
12 mo $255.00 
12 mo. $275.00 
One Bedroom Unfum 
- one person 954 mo $260 00 
two person 954 mo. $275.00 
12 mo. $250.00 
12 mo. $240.00 
MAURER - GREEN RENTALS 
224 E. Wooster Street 
CALL-352-0717 
> 
Best haircut in town 
for only $9.95? 
WHERE? 
Command Performance! 
Students & Golden Buckeye 
Card participants pay less 
al Command Performance! 
Just $9.95 for shampoo & 
haircut alone. $10.95 for 
cut & styling alone... or 
$12.60 for shampoo, cut. 
& styling ALSO SAVE 10% 
ON ANY OTHER SERVICE: 
perm, coloring, skin care, 
or hair removal. Open week 
nights til 9_ Sat. 9 lo 7_. 
Sun. 12 to 5. Appointments 
not needed, but recom- 
mended for permanents & 
coloring. For more infor- 
mation, give us a caH. 
1072 N. Main  352-6516 
Command 
Performance 
The HakstyOng Place 
gjpppMMMMMLsj ¥ ¥ ¥¥¥¥-¥• 
ELECT } 
BRUCE 
JOHNSON 
Praaldant' 
H 
MARGIE 
* 
* 
* 
5 
* 
* 
POTAPCHUK   \ 
Vice Praaldant 
[••••••••••••••••If 
Charrywood HaaVt SPA 636 High St. Ph 
3629376 Naw Houra-Mon thru Ffl. B 
am • 10 p m . Bat. 11 am 4pm Sun 
1 • 4 p.m h 
PEANUT BUTTER ft CHOC. CHS* 
AVAILABLE m STUOOTT UaSOt 
I'KEASY. 
[•■CHEAP   . 
Coasts RiartMiiiii 
January N. aMI, 7:»# p.m. 
Concamad about Studant ngWa? So * 
WILES* Vota WILES for SludaN Rapraaan- 
tawvw ai Larga 
CONGRATULATIONS ON GOING ACTIVE 
OWAYNE PUFFENBURGER. PETE. SHEL- 
LEY. P4CHPOHLEY   WAY TO GO ATO-fl 
PLEDGES  
CONGRATULATIONS  KEVM  WOHLEVEP 
ON BEING NAMED TO WHO 5 WHO— 
SINCERELY. THE BROTHERS OF TKE 
WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL 
COCO OFFICE 372-0360  
Daar Big fbarty, Paychad tar mara braar- 
iriaal la Btara a goMnah HaavanT Laaa U'l 
Laart-  
ELECT BRUCE JOHNSON 
AW) MAROK POTAPCHUK 
FOK PRES. AMD VICE 
ELECT TOM HAMZUCK 
REPRESENTATIVE AT LAME 
TOM HANZLICK. TOM MANZUCK 
FARLEY AT LAROC 
FARLEY AT LAROE 
FARLEY AT LAftOE 
FARLEY AT LAPOE 
FARLEY AT LARGE 
FARLEY AT LARGE 
FLOMOA 
FLY TO FLOFSOA OVER SPRWG BfiEAK- 
Laavwtg March 20. raturrNng March 27 
P*oi raMpa with axpanaaa   Mora «Ho ota 
423-6046  
OaaMM    Qoaearr    N't    alwaat   aaar- 
mayaat WM you go aolNaT WW you gal 
In' 
Oraah Waak Thama Coniaat 
Winning thama racaraaa dkmar tor two al 
tundanca. ConUcl Doug al tSMSS. 
Happy Hour* for al Soronty Woman. Friday. 
Jan. 22   4 - 6 pa Bring l 0 Si Thomaa 
Mora Gym   » t t<—<  
HELP US HELP YOU SAVE MONEY> JOIN 
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION 
COME TO THE NEW MEMBER MEETING 
ON MONDAY. JAN   26. AT 6.30 P M IN 
106 B A  
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA 
TONIGHT 
Ml 
*m T-srwta ft Jarsaya tar your group or 
organuaoon   Low coat FMf datMry CALL 
TaM W-TBH.  
JM GEERS— THANKS TOR BEINO A TER- 
RBTC BK3 BROTHER HOPE YOU HAVE A 
GREAT WINTER QUARTER LOVE. USA. 
Karan. Tharaaa « Dab Laai waahand wam 
SCSI IPua Moon tea caam lo Quartan) a4a"* 
ooflaa. from "Oh Hudda' lo "Oat a grip' 
and finaty from IndMna pkua to Eaton 
donula" artj guaaa arhajr7 l lovad avary 
nwiutoi You'ra al TBa and daftnitory rha 
oaat" ThanKa agato. Iowa ya. Thorn. 
LEAD THE WAV 
BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER' 
LEAD THE WAY 
BE AN OftENTAT.ON LE ADt P 
LEES • LEWS • OREETINO CARDS • 
PLANTS • StBRT TRARWERS ANO CUS- 
TOM LETTEFPNO   PICK-UPfDROP-0*F 
LONG CLEANERS. COME IN ANO VISIT 
U«— JCAN.B^TnlWOB. ttl WOOft ST. 
Lat WILES apaah for you Vota WILES lor 
Sludanl RapraaantaPm at Larga  
UFE Bjcorrang 
LIFE acomw-a 
At tha Stuoant Rac Cantm Fat>   5 
USA UF«n-CONG«ATULATlONS ON 
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO EPtC 000 
BLESS YOU BOTH ANO HAPPINESS AL 
WAYS   LOVE YA THE BEDFORD GO— 
FC41 CURLS  
VOTE FOR 
DAVK) LANOY 
REP-AT—LAHQE  
MAKE THE MOVE OFF—CAMPUS 
HASSLE FREE LEARN EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT OFF-CAM- 
PUS UFE AT THE STUOENT CONSUMER 
UNION OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING MOHT. 
THURSDAY. JAN 21. AT 7 30PM PN 116 
ED ,^^_^__ 
MARKEL MARKEL MARKEL MARKEL 
REPRESENTATIVE-AT—LAROE— 
MARKEL MARKEL MARKEL MARKEL 
FARLEY AT LAROE 
FARLEY AT LAROC 
FARLEY AT LARQft  
Naw Alpha Phi omcar* CongnMuaanona and 
good hx* In lha upoonang yaar1 Wal ba 
watering you! Lova. your a-Ha>a «- Tata Ro 
Ph Kappa Tau unto StoBag Bro party 
pomorrow1 Gat paychad1 (1 wfi o* a party to 
famambar-l you can Tha Broa  
fltoft AaaHME Ta a aaaaar Mf braahaH artah 
fau an tha luck m Ma amrM tMa ajaortar 
and atwaya. Thanaa tor maJdng ma a part 
al yaaw laaaty. Laaa, ftart  
RUSH OELTA TAU DELTA 
TOasOHT 
TM  
RUSH KAPPA StOMA 
TOPSQHT AT I: JO 
RUSH KAPPA StOMA  
RUSH PHI DELTS 
MEXICAN NWHT 7X1 
AT BBS FRAME AVE. APT. I 
TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF CAMPUS 
 RUSH PHI PELTS  
SAE-GAMMA PHI BETA BEER BLAST 
SATURDAY AT 6 00 TEAM UP WITH 
US ANO DOUBLE YOUR FUN      
SGA ELECTIONS 
PENNY NEONO 
REPRESENTATtVE AT LARGE  
Sararfry Roar ** SAE Phi A tour haa thaar 
ayaa an yau Wa'aa gat oraiy tfitoga In 
aatod aa, naj raaBy to ba BjftJSj ft dtoad. 
WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL 
COCO OFFICE 372-0360 
FARLEY AT LAROE 
FARLEY AT LAROE 
FARLEY AT LARGE  
Swaathaart. That oaat waahand waa tha 
baat avar' Tm so happy wa -a commflad 
ouraah-M and l know our lova wB Hat 
foravar' Lova. Karan 
ThanKa CM O'a tar a graat bma at tha wamv 
up and haaping witri ruah Tha Phi DafM 
THAT      KD'S     SPIRIT     HAS     FINALLY 
REACHED THE SAE HOUSE   OCT P8Y- 
CHED FOR FRIDAY  
Tha Oantaw PM'a ara raaay to atrtka H up 
itmtW Annual Gamma Phi Sato Pawt- 
toaj TaajffaBWiant Ara yau?  
THE GAMMA PHtS ARE PSYCHED FOR 
THE BOWLING TOURNAMENT ON SAT- 
URDAY. JANUARY 23 ARE YOU?" 
TWS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE! HUSH 
OELTA TAU OETLA TC4BOMT AT 7:96 
P.M. BOTH THE MOTHERS OF DELTA 
TAU DELTA AMD THE SISTERS OF PHI MU 
Will BE THERE TO ANSWER YOUR 
QUESTIONS ABOUT GREEK UFE RUSH 
DELTI-  
'■ToMlkab-omthaDliia. 
Look ma up 1 yau'ra 
avar around UO 
Marcto Waakar" 
TO THE GREATEST BtG JEFF THANKS 
FOR YOUR SUPPORT ANO BEST OF 
UJCKTHBOAIARTER LOVE. THE LUCK- 
IEST UTTLE TERRY  
To Tha Thata Cra'a- Thanaa tar a torrMc Ma 
Friday night' N waa a gran* aroy to Wok oil 
lha tang wan—ndi Lova. Tha Alpha Phto 
VOTE FOR BETH POTTERFTELO. SGA- 
SENATOftAT-LARGE   
WANTED: 1 F'S TO SUBLS. A ^PERSON 
APT. FOR SRR. OTR. CAMPUS MANOR 
APTS-PPOHT   ACROBB FROM CAMPUS. 
CALL 111 SSSI 
MaV WANTED 
Mato or Famato   SftfaWaatJ Ooaranga tor 
HoM or HoatoaaCaf 419-334-6607   Aa*. 
to- J^r 
itSMSSS RBPtTAL 
NOW MONNQ LEASES 
NEWLOVf REALTY 
IMSauth Mato 
SSM1BS 
VOTE FOR 
DAVID LANOY 
REP—AT-LAROE 
VOTE 
PENNY NEkDaNG 
REPRESE NT ATTVE -AT-LAROE  
Vow WILES ta> SKidant RapraaanaaPi a M 
atErt ,Mai 
uala to appry tar tha Mtoa BOBU Sattot- 
arahlp Pagaantt Naadad: Dkraetar. 
prodwoar ft chairman. Apphf 4M Stuaant 
Sarvteaa. totomtona. Jan 20 ft 11. 
WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL 
COCO OFFICE 372 0360  
WAkjTEO 
DESPERATELY NEED 1 F RMTE TO 
SUBLS APT FOR WTR /SPR CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS.   FURN    GREAT   DEAL   CALL 
CHP4S362 1666 or 665 2160  
Famato "Ma naadad wtr qtt tar npuaa 
ctoaa to campua   Coal   ti?0'mo    ptua 
utkWaa CM 364 1202  
F rmta lor apt apt qv Campua Manor 
Rkjhl acroaa from campua Cal Patly 362* 
5733 
PADBLLA CORPORATION 
MANUFACTURERS OF GRAIN HANOUNG ' 
EQUtPMENT. NEEDS PART 
TkVJE WORKERS 
NO EXPEPaENCE REOUtRED 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 
APPLY AT 620 F STREET - WUJS DAY 
w*L«TrlAL PARKlNEXT TO UPSh- 
SATUROAYS ONLY 0 00 AM TO 12 00 
AM. 
Tha A* Foroa w« ba a-aarnaw-ng caod. 
datoa tor PSai and Navigator n a^-ng avary 
Tuaaday through March 2 1962 Noavpa- 
rtonca raquVad Contact tha BGSU Ptoca 
mant OfKca or SSgt Larry G Laa at 474- 
9238 
FOR SALE 
Progra/ranattta caKuaator. HP-67 w«h ac- 
caaaortoa pkja appkeaoon paca $160 or 
bant oftor Atoo Sharp Sctortkhc. 362- 
6364 
Larga 3 b-*m duptoi: 4-6 atodanto $126 
aach. furn $100aaoh. urrJum UMnottiot 
Avmt Juna 16 Yr toy toaaa 362-0713 
Naar laVvarajry 521 E Marry 2 bfln*) 
turn apta Tanant paya only atoctnoty 9 
mo toaaa John Nawtova Ram Eatoto 362- 
6663  
NOW LEASING '062 1963 School yaar. 
Bogga Raal Eatoto 303 1/2 8 Mam 362- 
9457 or 352 3641 
Subtot Fab 1 kwary 1 bdrm a»poaad 
•ood. wan to Uravarakty Col BB am 
372 2221. avan 364-1367 
THURSTt* MANOR APTS AtR OOND 
FULLY CARPETEO. CABLE VIStON. EFFV 
C«NCY LALBaDRY FACAJTaES NOW 
UEASWG   FOR   SUMMER   I   FALL    451 
THURSTIN AVE   3526435  
Uravara-ty vnaga Apia. Larga 2 bdrm quaat 
adult kv->g' Nanr campua HaM Furraahad 
AvaAabla now'Cat 352-0164       . 
2 bdrm turn apta 631 7th St Tanant paya 
ont* atoc*lolly   9 mo    toaaa   Cal John 
ktaajtoto Raal Eatoto 362-6563  
2 DOrm part turn apt m baauOful oto 
homa Own anbanoa. gaa Ik^obca $260 
pkjauM.$ueilMlblaurfymarorra>wfckaaa 
352 5729. 372-2181 
Fal A Sommo. RaoUMa 
Naar Campua 352 7365 
Avaa* Fab 1   ' apt at ThuraBn Manor Apta 
Cal 352-6436 
For rant-A-natoDto January 15 Uppar OV 
ptoa in okSar houoa Fum 331 S Grova- 
abOUt ' 0 okscka from campua raoafor 1 or 
2 paopto S180'Mo plua aomo atoc ft 
aoma gaa Phona 352-3967  
fumaahad 352 6040 
Fal atr   2 bdrm 
tor 6pm 
Fum I I torgrad i lorVyfor 
March ft Juna ranta) l^mpfcght Court Apto 
362 7245 
JWNE FONDA 
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON 
R()LU>AER 
m 
Tha Moat Erotic Ttang 
to Thaa Work) Waa 
Monay 
EVES 7:30*9:30 
■anaBartiv..' 
REYNOLDS 
SHARJCTS    . 
MACHINE ■ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
NUCLEAR SUBMARINES ENGINEERS: 
.  ADVANCE QUICKLY 
WORK HARD 
TRAVEL EXTENSIVELY 
ARE PAID WELL 
AND DON'T GLOW IN THE DARK 
Cooling Waiar 
Pump 
Condaniata Pump 
IF YOU QUALIFY, WE CAN PAY YOU $1000 
PER MONTH WHILE IN SCHOOL WITHOUT 
WORKING CO-OP OR ROTC. 
SIGN UP NOW FOR CAMPUS 
INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD 
FEBRUARY 4th IN THE 
PLACEMENT OFFICE. 
DIVISION OF NAVAL REACTORS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
»*f" w u M       -aa——M m u- 
WANTED: ESCORTS • 
Commuter Call 
Off 
Campus 
Organization 
372-0360 
a**a 
Applications are now available for people who are interested in runn- 
ing for Black Student Union officers. The positions are President, 
Vice-president of Operations, and Vice-president of Business. Ap- 
plications may be picked up at the B.S.U. office or from present 
officers: 
Jeff English 
Bruce Lavender 
ReneeTolliver 
Michael Jackson 
Office 
516 Off East 372-6090 
403 High St. E 372-2692 
129 S. Prospect 372-3796 
402 High St. 3-B 352-8350 
372-2692 
The B.S.U. office is located in the student Services Bldg. in room 
408. Deadlines for submitting the applications are January 26. 
sue 
fo'S 
IS ONLY AS 
FAR AS YOUR PHONE 
352-5166 
brings you a Quality pizza or 
submarine sandwich 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
We've extended the deadline, so this is your 
FINAL CHANCE 
TO SIGN UP FOR THE 
U AO SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS TRIP 
March 19-27       > 
Cost $475 per person 
plus $10 refundable damage deposit 
(based on quad occupancy) 
Deposit of $50 must be paid 
by 5:00pm TOMORROW in the 
UAO OFFICE. 3rd Floor Union 
IT'S BETTER IN THE BAHAMAS! 
Trip must have 25 people or will be CANCELLED! 
CASH & CARRY 
% ranci 
CARNATIONS 
ALL COLORS $5.00 DOZ. 
iVlifleS Zrlowerd 
ntOeuVw  it^uern iStau. 
fat imf rxrC fracms 
■• Tte BG Nm J. i 21. 1M2 '.-I. 
Sports 
Victory. from page 1 
and take the two shots they took." 
The Falcons were led once again by 
Newbern, Jenkins and Greer, who 
combined for 53 points and 17 assists 
in the contest. Newbern had a game- 
high 23 points, while Jenkins added 16 
and Greer 14. Greer had his third 12- 
assist effort in the last four games. 
"David Greer has that rare ability 
to take what the defense gives him, 
Weinert said. "I thought we had a lot 
of great passing that led to a lot of 
inside shots. I think we're a very well- 
disciplined shooting team." 
The Rockets also got their share of 
inside shots, with their three big men 
- Adamek, Boyle and freshman Ken 
Epperson getting their share of 
points. Epperson led the way with 19. 
while Adamek chipped in with 18 and 
Boyle added 14. 
ADAMEK WAS almost solely re- 
sponsible for bringing the Rockets to 
within three with 13:04 left. The 6-foot- 
7 junior hit three straight baskets 
within 1:25 remaining to cut the Fal- 
con lead to 54-51, but that was as close 
as UT could get. 
Both benches, and everyone else in • 
Anderson Arena for that matter, erro- 
neously thought that Adamek had 
fouled out with 10:12 left in the game, 
when actually he had committed just 
his fourth personal of the game. 
He quickly returned to the court, 
but by then BG was up 63-53 and 
beginning to put an end to any UT 
thoughts of winning the game. 
The Falcons, who shot a blistering 
61 percent from the field, also got 
strong performances from Bill Faine 
and Bill Szabo off the bench. 
"We wanted to beat our rivals - we 
know what it means to the school and 
what it means to us," said Szabo. who 
had nine points. "I think we all feel 
the same; we just want to beat them 
the most out of anybody and they 
want to beat us the most out of any- 
body." 
The win raised BG's record to 10-5 
overall and 4-1 in the Mio-American 
Conference, UT is now !M> and 1-4 . 
The Falcons were also aided by a 
large and boisterous Anderson Arena 
crowd of 5,208. 
"I knew once I walked into the gym 
that the fans would be our sixth man 
and, in fact, they were our sixth man 
when the game began," BG's starting 
center John Flowers said. 
It was fitting that the fans shared 
the limelight with Weinert after the 
game. 
Ohio Northern gains respect on the court 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
The small, often frozen commu- 
nity of Ada, Ohio, which houses 
Ohio Northern University, doesn't 
exactly lend itself to the world of 
collegiate athletics. Yet, earlier 
this year, ONU's Polar Bear bas- 
ketball team rose out of relative 
obscurity to become the nation's 
number-one ranked Division III 
team - at least for awhile. 
The Polar Bears are no longer 
ranked number one, and, by their 
coach's own admission, they prob- 
ably will not even be ranked in the 
top twenty when the latest poll is 
taken. ONU has lost two of its last 
five games. 
"I naven't seen the latest rank- 
ings, but we'll probably be about 
101st," ONU coach Gale Daugherty 
said. "Seriously, we probably will 
not even be in the top 20 with four 
losses." 
At one time earlier this season, 
however, ONU not only was in the 
top 20 among Division III schools, 
but it ruled the roost. 
The Polar Bears, now 10-4 over- 
all and 2-1 in the Ohio Athletic 
Conference, capped their rise to 
the top by pulling a pair of upsets to 
win Pacific University's holiday 
tournament over Christmas break. 
ONU won a pair of two-point con- 
tests over Portland University and 
Northern Arizona, two Division I 
schools, one of which had been on 
the brink of cracking the larger 
schools' elite top 20. 
ONU STOPPED Portland, a 
team that only the week before had 
beaten USC and Oregon State back- 
to-back, in the opening round of the 
tourney and then held on to win the 
tournament the next night with a 
58-56 overtime decision over North- 
ern Arizona. 
The following week, the Polar 
Bears found themselves atop the 
Division III poll. 
"I'm realistic enough to take the 
rankings with a grain of salt," 
Daugherty said. 'Wien we won 
that tournament, our kids played 
extremely well. When Portland 
looked at us before the game, I'm 
sure they felt they had us out- 
matched at every position. 
"But they stayed in a 2-3 zone for 
most of the game and that let us 
control the tempo of the game. We 
didn't get into a delay game, by 
any means, but we werenH going to 
get into a running game with them 
either. Our kids made very few 
mistakes handling the basketball." 
Portland was just the latest Divi- 
sion I addition to what has been a 
B'owing number of victims since 
augherty became ONU^s head 
coach 10 years ago. Last year, the 
Polar Bears iced Oklahoma, 72-69, 
and narrowly missed an upset of 
West Virginia, losing 53-50. Both 
games were on the road and West 
Virginia went on to distinguish 
itself as a National Invitational 
Tournament semi-finalist. 
BEATING ANY Division I school 
is quite an accomplishment for a 
school like ONU, considering that 
the Polar Bears do not hand out 
athletic scholarships and the 
school is a tough one academically. 
"I wasn't good enough to play 
Division I," says Dave Eyl, who 
starts at small forward for the 
Polar Bears. "Most of the ballplay- 
ers that come here are lacking 
some things - maybe one little part 
of their game - that keeps them 
from playing at the Division I 
level.'' 
"Sometimes we'll get kids a cut 
below, but they become major col- 
lege players within their four years 
here," Daugherty said. "They get 
a chance to play as a freshman and 
they develop much quicker than 
they would in Division I ball." 
One Polar Bear that has devel- 
oped in great strides over the last 
four seasons is 6-foot-7 Stan Mories, 
a third-team small college Ail- 
American last year. This season, 
Mories is averaging 17.8 points and 
11.3 rebounds per game and was 
named the Most Valuable Player at 
the Pacific tournament. 
"I wasn't very big in high school, 
I was only about 6-4, 170 pounds. 
When I first came here I wasn't 
even sure I could play at this 
level," Mories said. "My play as a 
freshman reflected that, but by my 
sophomore year I realized I could 
play pretty well. I wouldn't have 
matured so fast at a bigger 
school." 
MAKE YOUR NOMINATION 
ion 
Master Teacher Award 
Through the B&s.l Alumni Aswx idlion. ar..| the Undergra.: .die Alumni *-sociation nlAA). an annual award has 
bern established to recognize and i-mphasi/-- the extreme Imi ortance plao-.l on superior teaching ,n the University 
and to provide Incentive for teaching excelli-nce." 
The faculty member selected for 1981 -82 . ill recene a S II» -) cash award jnd his/her name will b.- inscribed on a 
permanent plaque in the Mileti Alumni Ceni.r. The Alumni *<oociation M.ister Teacher Award will be presented 
May 3   1982. at the University's annual Outstanding High School Junior awards program. 
All full time faculty members with the rank of professor, associate professor or assistant professor are eligible. 
Nominations may be made by students and faculty and (Mill b<- accepted through February 8. 1982. The number of 
nominations received for any individual will not have a bearing on the selection process. 
What is a Master Teacher? 
General Criteria: 
The selection committee for the Alumni Association Master Teacher Award recognizes there are many factors 
which influence the nature of teaching including subject matter, size of class, and grade level of student. Realizing 
that even the best teacher might not fully satisfy all the listed criteria, and that your reasons for nomination a par- 
ticular professor as a "Master Teacher" may not be listed, the committee hopes the following criteria will aid in for- 
mulating your statement. The "Master Teacher": 
I. Possesses a comprehensive knowledge of hla/hei field. Has a scholarly grasp of the subject matter. 
2  Stimulates thinking and develops understanding. The student's intellect is challenged Students are encouraged 
to raise questions. Critical thinking and an open-minded attitude are encouraged. 
3. Organizes and presents subject matter effectively Subject material makes sense to the student and is cconsistent 
with the objectives of the course. 
4. Arouses interest. Student finds the classroom experience significant in relation to educational purposes and in 
personal terms. 
5. Demonstrates resourcefulness. Makes effective use of available human and material resources  - uses teaching 
techniques revelant to the course and the class situation. 
6. Assists students in solving their individual and group problems. Is available to counsel students outside o? class. 
NOMINATION FORM 
Your Nome (print)  
Your BGSU Status (circle one). 
Name of Nominee   
-£fi_ _SQ_ JR- -SfL _GRAB_ FACULTY 
. Depl 
Reasons for Nomination (elaborate on above criteria.. .details help) 
 feel free to attach up to two additional pages  
DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS MONDAY. FEBRUARY 8, 1982 
SEND YOUR COMPLETED FORM TO: ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
MASTER TEACHER AWARD. MILETI ALUMNI CENTER 
If you hove any question*, pleat* contact Mrs. Deb Bennett at 372-2701 
ANIMATION 
ART SALE AND EXHIBIT 
TODAY and TOMORROW 
9-5pm Side Door Union 
Admission Free! 
Hundreds of Hollywood Original Animation 
eels will be on display and for sale 
Also Don't MISS- 
CREATING ANIMATION WORKSHOP 
Friday Jan 22     2:30 Side Door l "S inn 
Learn about animation of cartoons! Free! 
\ 
.stockVs^ 
inAmerica. 
When you out ixirt of your satiiuti 
into U.S. Savinn$ Bomh you're 
helping to build a brighter future 
for your country and for yourself\ 
LSAT 
GMAT 
ATTENTION S.Q.A. Candidates: 
The following are Rules for Campaigning for posi- 
tions in the NEW Student Government. These rules will 
be strictly enforced, with no exceptions. 
1 There win be no campaigning wtthin 26' of any polling place 
on election day. Campaigning shall be defined as either per- 
sonal solicitation or any form of advertisement. 
2.There is a limit of $50.00 per candidate that may be spent 
In connection with the entire campaign Receipts must te 
submitted by January 22. 5:00 p.m. in 405 Student Ser- 
vices. 
3 Candidates are prohibited from: 
a. spending any of their slotted $50.00 to promote the •> 
candidacy of individuals other than themselves, 
b. joining In any agreements with other candidates for 
the purpose of mutual benefit The sole exception to 
this rule shall be the candidates for President and 
Vice-President. who may campaign for themselves 
'      and their funning mate onry, and may cooperate in the 
expenditure of their maximum combined total of 
$50.00, 
c. . using any signs or posters larger than 8V4 by 14", 
d. campaigning in any method which violates University 
rules. University rules prohibit door to door campaign- 
ing, posters or flyers may only be put up on bulletin 
boards or kiosks, and no sound amplifying device 
may be used without permission. 
4.Any violation of these rules may be brought to the Elections 
and Opinions Board by tiling a written statement outlining 
the alleged violation. This statement must be received in 
i 405 Student Services by 5:00 p.m. January 22, 1982 
The Elections and Opinions Board will hold a hearing at 
which time the alleged violator and the person filing the 
complaint will be present, if the Elections and Opinions 
Board find!, the alleged violator guilty, he or she may be 
disqualified from the election. 
5. Any candidate wishing to campaign in any University-owned 
housing must obtain written permission from Residence 
life. 
ofOiHEU* 
CRAZY GEORGE 
IS GIVING AWAY 
FREE, ONE 
QUART OF COKE) 
wHh »ny medium or large 2 Htm pbxa. 
PaoiW't Eut akudy ha* «w BEST 
PIZZA VALUE Hi town, but wHh • FREE 
QUART OF COKE, H'« (he 
BEST DEAL IN TOWN!!! 
CALL 
Sun 4pm -1 am 
Mon -Wed 11 am - 3am 
Thurs - Fri 11 am - 3am 
Sat 4pm - 3am 
Paglia's East 
FREE DAYTIME DELIVERY 
